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The search strategy is not clear to me. (additional file 1, line 130). did you combine the first 6 sections with "OR", and then apply the "AND NOT"? or was the "AND NOT" applied only to the last? the first section in particular, seems to be a strange mix of title AND title-abs AND scrtitle AND title-abs. The * is not applied consistently throughout the strategy, nor "". scrtitle terms are not consistent either (why not include emergency in the first block?)

The fundamental bias Scopus towards English language, and Western/Northern countries research outputs is an important one that is only touched on briefly (line 317, line 342) I think a lot of the findings of this paper reflect this bias, and while it is an acknowledged limitation, one that can't be ignored.

Annual growth of publications. Does the growth in number of publications (line 188 onwards) reflect the general trend towards increasing publications, regardless of topic? Yes there was a noticeable after 2004, but so was there for virtually all subject areas.

Most frequent author keywords. (line 202 onwards) Isn't this a self-fulfilling prophesy? The nature of the search strategy will automatically dictate the range of keywords used by the authors. So what was the point of this analysis? The same with journal names - if you include a specific list of keywords you require to find as srtitles as part of your search strategy, you may miss some relevant journals.

An unmentioned limitation of the study is that citation count is just a number - a paper could receive many citations because it is poor research, as well as if it is good research. That is the benefit of a systematic review over a bibliographic analysis - that the quality of the work is taken into account, not just that it exists.

However, the conclusion that more collaboration is required and a broader range of research into all aspects of disaster health is one I agree with.

typos/grammer:
line 262 - "A third major natural disaster the" should be "A third major natural disaster that"
line 275 - "health system" should be "health systems"
line 291/292 - is this correct: "Philippines (28 publications) and Indonesia (51 publications) ranked 25th and 36th position respectively". how can the Philippines with fewer publications rank higher than Indonesia?
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